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BY
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Introduction.

In the consideration of differential equations there arise expressions, such as

for instance, the Jacobi-Poisson alternant of two first order partial equations,

which are in their nature invariantive to all contact transformations. An impor-

tant problem immediately presents itself, namely, the obtaining of all invari-

ants of this type, that is of all invariants, with respect to contact transforma-

tions, of differential expressions.

In this paper are obtained all such invariants of a restricted type.

The restrictions are the following: —

(1) The only expressions considered are: (a) expressions of the first order

with m dependent and n independent variables ; (b) expressions of the second

order with one dependent variable.

(2) The invariants are only of the first order, that is to say, they involve only

first derivatives of the differential expressions.

The variables assumed to occur in case (a) are

xi> '">xn (*he independent variables),

2,, • • •, zm (the dependent variables),

(t = l, ■ ■ -, m; k=\, ■   -, n),

p'klm (i=U-;m;k,l=l,--,n),

and

5^-1 ~sr~t -,-r (*=1, •••,»•; t=l, •••,!»; 4=1, •••,*),
dxk dz, dpi

where /A( x, z, p'k), (X=l, ■ ■-, r), are the differential expressions considered.

In addition the variables day, dzi, dpk will be assumed to enter, subject to

the conditions

dz¡ = £ p«Jay ( í = 1   ■ • m ),

n

dp), = ^2pl,dxl (t' = l, ••■, m;k=l,- -, n).

* Presented to the Society April 29, 1905.    Received for publication November 12, 1904.
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In invariants corresponding to case (6) the variables are the same, with the ex-

ception that m is 1, and that there are additional variables

dA
- (' = 1, •■-, r; k, 1=1,   • -,n),

dPu,

where fK(x, z, pk, pH) are the differential expressions considered.

The method used is a modification of that given by Lie in his paper " Ueber

Differentialinvarianten," * in which invariants for certain simpler types of

infinitesimal transformations are obtained. In this paper Lie shows (p. 566)

that by the method there outlined, a series of invariants may be obtained satis-

fying a system of linear differential equations which form a complete system.

In the paper mentioned Lie suggests a problem connected with invariants of

surfaces, the class desired being that which does not change owing to " deforma-

tion " of the surface.

Zorawski f attempted the solution of this question and found a class of such

invariants.

Forsyth, % in 1903 attacked the more general question of invariants due to

a purely arbitrary point transformation performed on the surface, and also

obtained in this manner the differential invariants of space. In his paper cer-

tain modifications are made on the Lie-Zorawski method, one modification

being that he sought for relative, as well as absolute, invariants. The method

as modified by Forsyth will be used here.

The invariant sought will, therefore, be such that if F denote its expression

in the original, Fx in the transformed variables, we shall have

Fx = ilF,

where il is a function depending only on the transformation.

Now if the transformation were a general one in the variables considered, it

is well known that il would be some power of the Jacobian of the transforma-

tion.    But the transformation is not perfectly general.

In fact, in our most general case, the Jacobian of Xk, Z0 Pk, Pkl with ref-

erence to xk, 2., pk, pkt, where capitals denote transformed variables, and where

{lc,l=l ,2, ■ ■ -n;i=\,2- - -m) breaks up into two factors, the first of which is

and the second

*-*(*
X,  •  XnZx..-ZmP'xP'2

p:

w(*0
*Lie, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 24 (1884), pp. 537-578.

t Zorawski, Acta Mathematica, vol. 16 (1892-3), pp. 1-64.

t Forsyth, Philosophical Transactions, ser. A., vol. 201 (1903), pp. 329-402, and ser.

A., vol. 202 (1904), pp. 277-333.
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Further, if the transformation is a point transformation, J, breaks up into

two factors,

JmJ(XlXM-..XnZi...Zm\

/ P' P'... p» \

V   J>l/>I  • • • Pñ    )

Now if the number of dependent variables is greater than one, it may easily be

shown that the most general contact transformation possible is an extended point

transformation.

The discussion will be limited to those cases in which the factor Í1 is of the

form
Ti» o Ji*i Jm . . .

«/o   "l   "i

when the number of dependent variables is greater than one, and

Jf'J»' ■ ■ ■

when there is only one dependent variable.

Now let F be an invariant of the type considered, and let an infinitesimal

contact transformation be performed on F.

The condition for invariance is that, t being the parameter of the transforma-

tion,
_     Ä „ dF       d£l
FX = CIF,        or        ä=FW

when d<p/dt denotes the increment of <f> due to the infinitesimal transformation

and Fx is F in the tranformed variables. Expressing the fact that this equation

holds for all such transformations as considered, we obtain a complete system

of linear differential equations, the solutions of which are the invariants desired.

In the course of the work the values of certain increments are required, and

they will be given now, before we consider the various cases in detail.

The following notation is used throughout : —

dt=**'     dt-ç<>      dt - "'      dt -"""      •   6<   ¿r*ç*'

dx~k = X"' dz,"

dï „P* Ô*  -P«
W>     *'     dPi,~ k"

where / is used to denote one of the forms considered. If it is desired to

specify any one of the fa particularly, the notation

/a }        AAi k,        PK. k,        Fki kl,

etc., is used.
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S denotes a summation taken over all the expressions /.

In addition,

dxk = ak,        dz.sb,,        dpk = ck,        dpkl m c';,

_d_        d_      ^   Kcf     v   À    d

Using this notation we have the following increments :

dt "tí &, +tidxk'

dJx       ±d$t        - d.Çk

when »i is greater than unity, and

¿7,      .        t.00

rf/2    .      ,,j, d fde\    ,  ,      ,  a0

when m is unity.

The quantities 7rj, 7r¿t, etc., are readily obtained in terms of the f 's and f's.

and their derivatives by the method given in Lie-Engel, Theorie der Trans-

formationsgruppen, vol. 1, p. 544, et seq.

In the case, however, where m is unity the increment of the variables in an

extended infinitesimal contact transformation may be expressed in a particularly

simple manner.

The theorem is as follows :

Let there be an extended infinitesimal contact transformation in the n independ-

ent variables xx, x2, • - ■, xn and the dependent variable z, and let phkl... denote

drz/dxhdxkdx¡ • • -, where there are r letters h, k, I, •• •. Then the increment of

phkl... due to the transformation is (dr0/dxhdxkdx¡- ■ ■)8t, where 0, with the

usual notation, is equal to

¡=i

and (drQ/dxkdxkdxl •■•) denotes a total differentiation of 6 in which the terms

containing the highest derivatives of z are omitted.
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For example, in the case when there are two independent variables,

c0 D0 D6 c0

"' = dx + Pl dz ' 7!'2 = c.v. + Pi dz '
2

d26        d'-e       C'-'e

7r» = dx2l + 2Kdzdx\+P>d¿

„   i  d2o d2e \        ( u-e d2d \
+ 2pn ( T -., - + p, -j.  .     ) + 2p,, ( V—-T- + px -r;=,

\ oxx cpx      ' ' czcpx ) \ cxxcp3     l ' cz vp2 )

, r-e c'2é>       ,c<20       v0
+ p-. -,  , + 2»,.^..--    .,     +PX, -,   2 + Pu  -   > ete-

" cp-        * "* ll cp cp., cp:, cz

This theorem is known to be true * for the increments of the first derivatives

of z, and it may be easily proved for higher derivatives by induction.

The increments of the quantities X, h, ZKi, P'Kh, P[hk, owing to the infin-

itesimal contact transformation are determined by the method given by Forsyth

in his paper already quoted.f

Using this method, we have the results

*   ti <x *T a oxA *T ir raA  *T t? ex,   »*

-^-È^ + ff^^ + z^^ + Z-^i^
'"■ í = lc~A í=lt3A «'    l~A (M     t-~A

_     " _ V —5± v 4- v   t¡ r 4. v  "• /-" -i. v    ** p;
"' *=1</V ¡ = 1CP» tk    WV ¡hk    LP».

lir»v_ = V   **    V j. V     ^ y a. V      * P' 4- V      '■'■ P'

"r        k=\ll'v.v ¡=icP»v ¡x '/Vi- ■/*<■ ';'»«

The increments of the quantities a,., bn c)., etc., arc readily calculated, for the

transformation changes xk into xh + £;. 8t, and therefore dx becomes dxh + d f ; 8t.

Hence

'" 1 = 1   ' -> , A=l C~A /.A   C/'/

Similarly

rfi = £ tV «i + Z, e, l\ + Z VA<1 >

with similar expressions for the other increments of this type.

"See Lie-Engel, Theorie der Transformationsgruppen, vol. 2, p. 82, 252.

fFoRSYTH, Philosophical Transactions, vol. 201, p. 337, 338.
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§1.

We shall now proceed to the determination of invariants of expressions of the

first order. The case in which there is only one dependent variable differs from

the others in that the most general infinitesimal contact transformation is not

an extended point transformation. This case will therefore be considered inde-

pendently of the other.

Assuming F to be an invariant, and performing on it the infinitesimal trans-

formation corresponding to a function

Sat)

we have the equation
dF
^ + p(n+l)9zF=0.

If the variables occurring in Pare

xx,    ■■>x„>z>Px>    ■>}>,,> Xi,x, ■■-, XKn) Zk, P^x, ■■■, PKn     \?.=l--r),

this equation becomes on expansion,

/ » \ôF      n dF       n       DF

-s|f{±^(-Oí,pJ+(^-¿pp^)^+¿(^+ppc9„)Pp}

-^td¿\ÍXl¡(-9l,fVi)+±(-pp9p?Pi)Z
i = X   Vri   I  p=l K p = X

+ ¿(**, + p,',J^+ '.**}-°-
p=l )

Now 9 is a perfectly arbitrary function of the variables xx...xn, z, px ...pn

and the above equation must be satisfied for all values of 9.

Hence we may equate to zero the coefficients of the derivatives of 9, and

thus obtain the system of linear partial equations which F must satisfy.

The system is the following :

From 9

(1) P=0.

From 9X.,

(2) FPi-SZFXi = 0 « = i...»).
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From 9Pi,

(3) Fm-0 (t = i, •..,«)

From 9z)

(4) lx(n+l)F+ ±PiFPi - 8ZFZ - S ±PFPi = 0.
t=l i=l

From 0,iXt,

(5) SP.P^ + SPP^O      «-1,...,.}*=!,...,.).

Fromf?^,

(6) 8¿^P(,P^ + SP,.PZ=0 (i=if.•-,»).

From 0tiPt,

(7) »(J^+^-F^SP^-O     (i=l, ---,«; *=1. - -.,«).

From (9 ,

(8) »(¿^yP^P^O.

From 9zpi,

(9) 8(^+M)^-8(epp^,)^-0 (« = 1. ■••.*)•
From 9PiPk,

(10) 8(Xt+i)4Z)PPi + S(X<+^Z)Pi,4 = 0.    (,,* = !,•■ ,»).

It follows from these equations that F must be a function of the variables

A ..    A A A 7    7 7,     P        . . .    P
■^1,1' >   ""i, n>   ■"■% 1» I   -™J, »> '   ^1»   ^2*      " ">   Ar>   X 1, l> '   "* r, n >

where

^.■»^«,*+3>*^ (i=l,--,r; fc=l, -..,»).

If we modify the system of equations by assuming F to be a function of these

variables only, it becomes

(11) a(n+l)F=SZFz+8±PiFPi,

SPiFAk+SPkFAi = 0(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16) 8^ + 84^=0

If we put aside for the present the first of these equations, the remaining equa-

tions form a complete system.    The number of functionally independent solu-

SP.P,-0

8AkFAi-8PiFPi = 0

iA,Fx-0

(»,* = i

(í = i

(¿,* = i

(»=i

(<,*=i

. »)>
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tions is, however, not immediately deducible, as some of the equations may

depend algebraically on the others. In particular, equations (13) and (15) show

that if the number r oí expressions f considered is not greater than 2»i, and if

all the determinants of order r of the matrix

A\,x   -"1,2    "••   -"l,n     " 1,1    '■'     "x,n

-"2,1  -"2,2   •■•  A2n   "i. i   •••  P 2>B

-"r,l    -"r,l    '"   -"r,n   -*   r, 1    "*     " r, n

do not vanish, Fz must be zero.

Further, there is no necessity to consider more than 2n + 1 expressions /, for

if there were more than this number they could all be expressed by means of

any ( 2n + 1 ) of them.

Suppose that there is only one expression/, then FAi, Fz, FPl (i = 1, ■ • -, n)

are all zero, and therefore it follows that there is no invariant of the type sought

of a single expression /.

Next let there be two expressions /.    Then F^, F^ are zero unless

-"l.i _A±t _ _ 2i, j _
-"2,1 -"2,2 2. «

Bnt these relations are equivalent to the conditions that any equation

<p(xizpi) = 0 which lies in involution with fx = a, shall lie in involution with

f2=b, where a and,6 are arbitrary constants.

Now corresponding to a particular value of a there are oo2n_1 characteristic

strips which go to build up the integrals of the equation fx = a.

Hence taking account of all values of a, all the surface elements (zxfp.) in

space of (n + 1 ) dimensions are arranged in oo2" characteristic strips.

The condition given above is easily seen to be the same as the condition that

f2 = b determines the same system of oo2" characteristic strips.

Exactly similarly in the case of r expressions /, there are obtained oo2n

( 2n — r + 1 )-fbld manifolds which are common to the first (r — 1 ) equations

/, —ax, ■)fr_l = ar_1, where a,, •■-,ar_x are arbitrary constants, and the

conditions in virtue of which FZi, F^, - ■ -, FZr are not zero are the conditions

that these manifolds should also satisfy fr = ar for all values of the constant ar.

We accordingly neglect this particular case, and then all the differential coef-

ficients Fz are zero, provided r < 2n -f 1.

The system of equations which F satisfies is readily integrated, and it is seen

that F must be a function of the Poisson alternants

[/a/.] (l,,-l,t...r).

and in addition must satisfy equation (11).    This equation merely expresses the
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fact that .Fmust be homogeneous of degree p(n + 1 ) in the quantities P, and

F is therefore a homogeneous function of the quantities

UM <lt,-l,«...r).

There remains one case still to be considered, namely that in which we have

( 2n + 1 ) expressions /. In this case there exist invariants of the form

[/a/m ] (*• > P ~ 1 > ̂  » • • -, 2n— 1 ) and among these the only relations are those

of the type UM + [/Ji] - 0,
We therefore have n ( 2n -4- 1 ) functionally independent solutions of our

system of equations.

But returning to this system, we find that it consists of 2n2 + 3ft equations

in addition to an equation which expresses a condition of homogeneity. There

are ( 2n + 1 )2 variables involved in the equations, and the equations are now

algebraically independent. They therefore possess ( 2n -|- 1 ): — ( 2ft2 -f 3n )

functionally independent solutions. Of this number, (2ft2 + n + l),ft(2n+ 1)

are accounted for, and therefore one solution still remains to be discovered.

It is readily seen that this solution is

%x        A, i      A,i>'"        2^,   _PXi2, •••    P,in

Zt        A2X ,      • • ■ P2 n

9. A P
^2n+l       -"2n+l, 1 2n+l, n

m J.

If we substitute in (11) we see that, if Fis J, p is equal to unity.

Collecting results we see that the only functionally independent relative invari-

ants of our type, of r expressions f, are the alternants [/A f^ ] if r is less than

2ft + 1, and if r is equal to ( 2n + 1 ) there is one additional invariant, the

Jacobian of the forms with respect to the variables involved in them.

It is well known that the alternants [/x/M ] are all invariants of the forms/.

The theorem that these are the only invariants of the type sought, has been

given by Lie, * who, however, merely suggests the method of proof. Further,

Lie has apparently overlooked the additional invariant which arises in connec-

tion with (2n + 1) forms though he must have been perfectly familiar with the

fact that the Jacobian is an invariant.

§2-

Let us now consider expressions involving one dependent variable, n inde-

pendent variables, and the derivatives of the dependent variable with respect to

the independent ones of the first and second orders.

The variables involved are now

»   »„> Pi> ?2>   ■■> Pn>   ■■■> Pa        (*. * = l,2--n).

*Lie, Mathematische Annal en, vol. 24 (1884), p. 578, and Göttingen Nachrichten

(1872), pp. 478-479.
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The invariant sought will be a function of these, and of the first derivatives of

the expression with respect to the variables involved in them.

Assume that the infinitesimal contact transformation is determined as before

by a function 9, and that F is the invariant. Then the equation satisfied

by F is

dF      f      , DO Yn(n+x)d9 , A   <*   (de \~\ 1 „     ,

Expand this, and it becomes

F (h JL T* V   dX' _i_ V F   <lp>   ■   V F     dp"* J.SPdíxsfí'    <1X'

where

X = ( n + 1 ) (¿y + g M, j ,

M = ( n + 1 ) px.

As before, F is an invariant to all contact transformations, and therefore, if

we substitute in the above equation the values of

dz  dxr dZ

dt'  dt' '"' dt' ' ""

in terms of 9 and its derivatives, and if we then equate to zero the coefficients

of the various derivatives of 9, we obtain a system of linear differential equa-

tions which Pniust satisfy.

If we equate to zero the coefficients of

0)  #..,>  ■■'■> 0*H> Qn'i>  ■'•'  &*„'.> 8,L>  •'•» Q>'„>

we obtain the following system of equations :

P=0, P,; = 0 (i = l, 2, •••,»),

/% - 8^PX| - U (i = i, 2,   •-,»),

/''K-SPfv=0 (¿ = 1,2, ••■,»),

P„„ - SPPA-  - SP; Pr< = 0       (i, i = 1, 2, ■   -, n, i * A).

We therefore introduce the variables
n

,1,. = A'. + ;,.£ + T,ptkPk (1 = 1, 2, ..-, m).
A = l

and then tliese equations show that Pis a function of

A 1       7    P PI*       7*        I*

onlv.
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The increments of the -4's due to the transformation are readily found, and

we have

dt  -     hi   k\ dxf J + j? \dx\ dxAxj]^'

where (d20/dxadxß ) denotes as before the differential coefficient of 0 with respect

to xa and xß, in which z, pr, p^ß are taken to be functions of the x's, the terms

containing third derivatives of z being omitted, and d/dxi is written for

It is easy to show that

ô d_       " d

dx.

/   d20   \       d  /    d20   \        d /   d20  \      //       cP0      \\

\dxadxß ) ~ dx\dxidxß )~ dx0 \<£r.da:./ — \\ dx(dxadxß )) '

where the  last expression denotes ds0/dxidxadxß with the  terms containing

third and fourth derivatives of a omitted.

The increments expressed in the variables A, Z, P are therefore as follows :

dA<    y a de"^r((   d'd  Yip
dt -     h ** dxt +j?\\dxjxjdx, )) **>

dÄ.   ^a^±    70 ■ -r p d0> i v ô ( d20 \p
~ dt - - ti    *<>pkdz + * ' + £x    " dxk + jf dz \ dx}dxk) r»'

_^__y^ -^- + YPd6*+P0 +T-(-^-\p
dt -     h A"dPidpk + ¿ir" dxk + rP* + %dp\ dxpdxj r»>

dPM    -   d  (  d*9   \

dt       % dphk\dxadxß )   »*•

If F is taken as a function of AX, ■ ■ •, An,Z, Px, - - -, Pn, Pxx, PX2, • • •, P„„,

the equation

becomes

•É'.|É^-W(A))1

+,§^{s^»-sp^-p'«-+çi,4,(A)l
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Equating coefficients of the' derivatives of 0 to zero, we obtain the following

system of equations :

(17) ^[PjkFAi+PkiFAj + PvFAk]=0    (i+j,j + k,k + i),

(18) S[PyP.i+PiiPAJ=0,

(19) S[PtíPz]=0,

(20) S[PtfP,J=0,

(21) 8[AjP.t-PiP,i-P,,PP(i-|:P</^] + MJF=0,

(22) S^P^-P^-gP^-P^-O (i+j),

(23) S[PjPz]=0,

(24) S[^,.Pz] = 0,

(25) S[^PPi + ^iP/,J = 0,

(26) 8 \ZFZ+ ±PiFPi+ SP^i,J = \F
L <=1 a/3 J

(i,j, k = l, 2, •••, n).

There now arise two cases to be considered. In the first case P., = 0

(i,j =1,2, ••• ,n), and our expressions are therefore of the first order. In

this case the equations become

8[^ijPái-PjPPj]+/iP=0,

S^P^-P^J-O,

S[Pt.Pz]=0,8[^Pz] = 0,

BlAjF^ + AtFrf-O,

S \zFz + ¿ P, Pp 1 = XF (i.j=l, 2,...»).

These equations are almost identical with the set (11)... (16); they must

of course possess the same integrals as that set, together with others arising

from the facts that equations of the type (12) have not now to be satisfied, and

that p, which is an arbitrary constant, has the particular value zero in the first

set of equations.

It is easy to see that the integrals still to be found are functions of the varia-

bles A alone, and therefore they satisfy the equations

BAtF^ + pF^O,

8A{FAi=0 («,i=l, 2,-..,»).
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Assuming that there are r expressions of the first order whose invariants we are

seeking, the solutions of the above equations are easily seen to be the ft-row

determinants of the matrix,

-"1,1    -"2,1    •••    -"r, 1 j

¿t. z •••     :     i,

-"l,n "    '       -"r,n

provided that r is greater than n.

There are no additional solutions if r is less than n.

These solutions are the Jacobians of sets of n of the forms.

We shall now consider the case in which the quantities Pi. are not all zero.

Before discussing the general case, we shall consider the case in which there

are only two independent variables.

We shall take in order the cases in which there are one, two, three expres-

sions of the second order whose invariants we are seeking.

In the case of one such expression,

FAx = FA, = 0 = Fz = FPl = FPi,

2PuFPxi + PltFPit = t>F,

PX2FPll+2P22FPa=pF,

22Ju2V12-r-P2,PPK=0,

2P22FPli + P2XFPu = 0.

These equations show that Pmust be a homogeneous function of the algebraic

invariant of the binary form

(p„, \pn, p22$ * y.

Hence F= const, x (P22 - 4PUP22)"/2.

To interpret this invariant, suppose that

f(xxx2zpxp2pnpx2p22)=0

is a differential equation of the second order.

Let z = <p(xxx2) be some non-singular solution of this equation. We define

two directions on this integral surface by means of the equation

P22dx\— PX2dxxdx2 + Pndx\ = 0 .

Along one of the curves thus determined on the particular integral surface,

as,, x2, z, px, p2, pxx, pX2, p22 are functions of a single parameter while dz,

dpx, dp2 are determined from the equations
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Also

dz = pxdxx + p2dx2,

cIPx=PxXdxx  + Px2dx2>

dp2=pX2dxx +p22dx2.

(1l  j. P   dhl x P   dJb*-n
dx'x "•"     " dxx "■"     22 (fe, '

Ja;

Jp2

The system of seven equations thus obtained are equivalent to six distinct

relations, and they determine the "characteristics" of the given equation /= 0.

The fundamental property in connection with the curves obtained is that if

two integral surfaces have contact of the first order along a characteristic, and

if they have contact of the second order at any one point of this curve, they

have contact of the second order all along the curve.*

We notice that the directions of the curves are given at every point by means

of z = <p(xxx2) and Pxxdx2 — Pl2dxxdx2 + Pwdx\ = 0.

Now the transformation considered changes an integral surface into an inte-

gral surface, and also a characteristic upon an integral surface into a character-

istic upon the transformed surface. We therefore expect P„ dx\ — • ■ ■ = 0 to

be an invariant of the expression considered, and we also expect any function

geometrically connected with it to be an invariant. Px\ — 4P„Pa was there-

fore a priori to be expected as an invariant.

We next consider the case of two expressions /, and ft.

It is easy to see that the only invariants are the algebraic invariants of the

two binary forms

unless the condition
( J-  2, II 2 "î, 12-*   2,22!)    *    )

1 =
■*  1, 12   -t 2, 12

P\, xx  F2 ,,

A 22

1 " 1,12

2.22

•* 1,22 ■* 2,22

= 0
P*,12

holds.

These invariants have an immediate interpretation from the theory of char-

acteristics. J is itself one of the invariants above mentioned, and I = 0 is the

condition that the two quadratic forms above mentioned, when equated to zero,

have a common root. Therefore, unless the characteristics of fx = 0 have one

direction common with those of f2 = 0 at every point on a common integral sur-

face, the two expressions have only three functionally independent invariants of

* Goubsat, Equations aux dérivées partielles du second ordre, vol. 1, pp. 170 seq.
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our type, namely those of two quadratic forms.    Suppose now that I is zero.

Let m be used to denote the common root mentioned above.    Then

m= —
-* 1, 11 ■*», 22 — -* 2, 11 -* 1, 22 "l, 22 -*2, 12   Pj, 22 ■* 1, 1

-* 1, 12 -* 2, 11 — * 2, 12 -* 1, 11      P1, U ■* 2, 22 — -»2, U P1,

Let iî" denote .4, , P2> „ — A2. x Px. 1X and let E denote Ax¡ 2P^ 22 — -4 2j 2 -P, ¡a.

Then it easily follows that E + mH satisfies our system of equations provided

it is zero, and further, this is the only additional solution the system can have.

We may verify that

1
dl

(tf+^-(M.-32F + ™5 + i^-dA)*(tf+m*).

Hence K + mH is not an invariant of our type, although E+ mH= 0 is an

invariant relation.

These two equations
7=0,

X+mH=0

have an important signification in the theory of differential equations. They

are* the conditions that the two equations/, = 0,/2 = 0, form a system in in-

volution, in other words, they are the conditions that the two equations have

a system of common integrals depending on an infinite number of arbitrary

constants.

We shall now consider invariants of three expressions/,,/2,/j.

From the system of equations it follows that Fz = 0 unless all the 3-row

determinants of the matrix

-"1,1        -"1,2

An   1 Aa  o

2\ i    Px,

2, 2

P%, 1        *  *

2Ji,.i

An

P3, 11

P1, 12

-*    9    19.

•*   1,22

"Pi, 22
I

P%  M

are zero.

Also FP is zero unless all the 3-row determinants of the matrix

-"1,1       -"1,2       -*   1, 11 " 1, 12       -P.22

-"2,1       -"2,2       P2, 11       -*  2, 12       -»2,22

-"3,1       -"3,2       -*  3, 11       P3, 12       * 3,22

are zero.

Assuming that the conditions mentioned are not satisfied we see that

Pz=0,        P^ = 0, 2^2 = 0.

1GOUBSAT, Equations aux dérivée» partielles du second ordre, vol. 2, p. 40 and p. 76.
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The functionally independent solutions of our equations are then seen to be

the algebraic invariants of the binary forms ( A", H\ *  ) :

(Pu*» i^..u. pt.j * r,

(P2,u,   hP,i2,   p,J * ):,

(P,n,     1^,2.     Ps.nl  *  Y,
where

11 =  A,

A* m ' A

P2,u

y,2, 1

P.   ,.,

,-*■   I, I!

4.

,/',.

/' • •:      A'   I. 23 i I       I, I

It is important to notice the meaning of the equations i/= 0, F = 0. They

arc in fact the conditions that the three equations /, = 0, /, = 0, f3 = 0 have a

common integral surface. *

The three quadratic binary forms and their invariants have as before, imme-

diate interpretation from the theory of characteristics, but the linear form

Fdx., — JIdx¡ has no such i in mediate interpretation.

As another example of invariants of this type we shall now consider the case

in which there arc two expressions, one of the second order und the other of the

first.

The equations are readily solved, and the solutions arc the algebraic invari-

ants of the two forms

(P...., i Pi,* /*i.«0  *  V,

(yl,,, - A,^ * ),

where P2 ,„ P2,¡¡, P. .... are all zero.    We know that

P,, „ dx¡ - P,.,, Jr, dx2 + P,. aJ*J = 0

is the equation for the directions of the characteristics of f = 0.

therefore, important to consider the meaning of

It  seems,

or

A o 2dx., — (— A.,,) d.rt,

A2 ,(/.!•, + A., 2il.<:2.

But this is equal to df.,, provided

d:-]>ldx,-p.,dx2 = {),    dPl —j)it<h-í—/>í.,dx2 = (>,    ,I¡K, —pv.d., ■Ptdx , = 0.

•VALYl, Crelle's Journal, vol. 9."> (1883) p. 100; GOCBSIT, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 199.

Truns. Am. Mutli. Soc. 81
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We thus have an interpretation of both invariants.

We now return to the general case, when there are n independent variables.

The equations (17)—(26) possess all the invariants of our type as solutions.

Suppose that there are r expressions /. Then from (19), (23), (24),

Fz=0 unless r is greater than \n(n+ l) + 2n, or unless all the r-row

determinants of the matrix

2*1,11    Pi, u    ••"        P\,nn    2*,,,    •••    PIin    Axx AXn

Pr,ll        Pr,U. r, »

vanish.

Also the equations (17) (18) show that unless the determinants of another

matrix vanish, FA. = 0 for all values of i.

Suppose that Fz, FAx, ... , FA^ are all zero. There remains the system of

equations for F

8(PiJFPi) = 0,

S [P,FPi + PHFPii + ± PtJFPi^ -lxF=0,

s \pjpPi+£PkjFF«+PjjFp']=°'

SlAjF^+A.F^ =0,

sr¿2jipi.i+zpa3pP8i=xp a,j,k=i,...,»),
L ¡=1 aß p 1

and the fourth of these equations shows that FP. is zero for all values of i.

Hence the system becomes

8 Lpu FPa + ¿ Ptj F^1 - lxF = 0,

(i,j, t = l,     -, n).

Hence \= nix/2, and the invariants required are the algebraic invariants of

the system of quadratic forms

ZA X- Xoaß •"a-t'ß >

«S

where none of the magnitudes Paß is repeated and Paß = Pßa-

These quadratic forms are easily seen to be those which Forsvth * calls

*Fobsyth, Philosophical Transactions, ser. A, vol. 191 (1898), p. 2.
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"characteristic invariants" when there are only three independent variables.

This name might with advantage be extended to the general case in which

there are n independent variables.

We now return to the case in which FAiFA¡, etc., are not all zero.

Suppose that there are three independent variables, and two expressions /.

Then if FAj, etc., are not zero, all the 6-row determinants of the matrix

¡'Pi,ii     0 0 P,,13    P.,22     0 0 Pli31    Pli33    P,,23 I
1 i

+ 2,11 '-' " *  2,12       ■*2,SS        " " P 2,31       P2, 33       -*   2,23

0        PJÎS    0 PIiU    pliM    PIiffl    P,,33    0 0        P,,3,

0 P8(ÎS     0 PSill    P2il,    P.a   P2,33     0 0 P2j31

"       ^      -* 1, 33   "       «J      -* 1, 22  -*1, 23   -» 1, 11   -* 1, 31   •*1, 12

^       "      -* 2, 33   '-'       "      •*2, 22  -*2, 23   ■* 2, 11   ■* 2, 31  -* 2, 12 '

must vanish.

Let $( denote the characteristic invariant of f, then it is easily seen that if

we construct the cubic forms

Sxx,, Sxx2, Sxx3, S&, S^, S2x3,

the above matrix is the matrix of the coefficients.

Hence, if our conditions hold, the above six cubics must belong to a five fold

linear system. Expressing this condition we see that SXBX + S2L2 = 0, where

Lx and B2 are certain linear forms.

Hence either Sx and S2 both break up into linear factors, or S2 is equivalent

to Sx.

In the case in which there are three expressions f, the conditions give

Sx Lx + S2 L2 + o3 L3 = 0,

where Lx, L2, B3 are linear. Hence, in general Sx, S2, S3, regarded as conies,

have two common points.

The generalization is immediate, and the condition in order that invariants

involving the magnitudes A, of r expressions/ in n independent variables exist,

are equivalent to the conditions that r linear forms Lx, ■ ■ -, Lr should exist such

that

¿=1

identically, when S. is the characteristic invariant of^. It is readily seen that

these conditions may be expressed by the vanishing of certain algebraic invari-

ants of the r quadratic forms S.

An upper limit to the number of these conditions may readily be obtained.
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This upper limit is n(n + l)(n + 2)/S\ — nr + I. The number may fall

below this in certain cases, for example, if n = 3 and /• = 2 it is 4, whilst

n(n + \)(n + 2)
-^-—g-y-^ -    -nr+\=b.

If all the linear expressions L are equivalent, the conditions require that

constants X can be found such that £ ^ = 0 ■

The number of conditions for this is readily seen to be

n(m + 1)

2        -,+1-

This number is less than the previous one if [ n (n + 1 ) /6 — )■] ( n — 1 ) > 0,

and the second conditions arc all independent.

Hence, if r is <¿ji(»i + 1) the imposition of n(»+1)/2 — >'+ 1 con-

ditions is sufficient to cause the remainder to be satisfied.

Further consideration of this question will be omitted from the present paper.

Suppose the conditions in question to be satisfied. We then obtain a solution

of the set of equations in FA which is a determinant linear in the magnitudes

A. Call this determinant A, then in a manner strictly analogous to the case

when u = 2, it may be shown that A = 0 is an invariant relation, provided the

previous set of conditions holds.

If there are solutions of the system of equations considered which involve

the magnitudes A, the derivatives F,,. are not necessarily zero. From the

equations of type (2(1), we see that, if F',.. 4= 0, the matrix

!   P ...      P ...      P
I ■*■  1, II ■* 1, 0' 1. "»

' p        ■ ■ ■    p        ...    p
II r, 11 * r, ij -*   c, n„

must have all its r-row determinants zero.

In addition, all the equations of type (25),

S(AJFJ, + AiFl,) = 0,
must be satisfied.

Now take any one of the determinants of the above matrix, replace one of its

columns by the magnitudes P,,, P¡, ¡, ••-, Pr,,. Call the determinant then

formed A .    Call the similar determinant with A instead of P , 31.    Then
1 i if        i

Pi only enters through A;, and the equations (25) become

3IjFx + 3fiF^^0 (i,j ,i,--;r).

Hence if an invariant contains P;, we see from the case when / =j, that Mt

must be zero. If 31 = 0 and PA. 4= 0, we see that 31 = 0 (j = 1 , ■ • -, r ) ; and

if P,. = 0 and 31 4= 0, we sec that F± = 0 (./ = 1 ',2, ■ ■ ■, r).
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Hence either none of the magnitudesP{(i = 1, • • -, >•) occur in any invariant,

or all the magnitudes 3I(i= 1, • • -, r) are zero.

It is easy to see that if all the given conditions are satisfied, then the magni-

tudes A; satisfy the remaining equations, and therefore these magnitudes A. are

invariants.

There is no invariant involving Z unless all the conditions given in con-

nection with the magnitude P( are satisfied and, in addition,

A, = A2:-= Ar = 0.

If all these conditions are satisfied, there is an invariant involving Z given

by replacing any column in any ■■-row determinant of the matrix

P ...     P ..     P       !
"*•   1,11 1, ij X, m.

P ... P ... P
.,        r,XX -1   r, ¡j r, 11» I

by zx> z2> •••« Zr-

§3.

We have not as yet considered invariants which involve the magnitudes

dx{} dr, dpt, dptjfij — 1, ..., »).
It is clear that invariants of this type do exist. For example, it is easy to

verify that

£ Paß dxlfdxß
a,ß

is such an invariant.

The work is somewhat simplified if we take as variables

dxi m a(,

dz— A^,pidxi = u,

1 (i,j = l,---,n).

dPi - T, Pifte, = *>< »

jp.. = v
The increments of these magnitudes are readily obtained.    We have

da.     ^d9v d9„. ^   d29 du      n

- ft = Ydfh a*+ -dtu + Çe^/*'     dt = e°u>

dv.      Jf? yrr-d9pt
> = .   *u + Y.^-i\ + 9v.,

dt      dx.        ¿t dx.   " ^   • •'

dc.

dtt - ^\\dxidx.dxk)) U" + \dxA)U

_-, / tP9Pk \ d9z        d9z        _   Ö   (   d26  \
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If F is an invariant, the equation which it satisfies is similar to the one given

in the previous section, but it contains the additional terms

v^l^ d0„. d0„.       _    d20      1

+ Ç{ç((a^.))^ + (s,.)M

The equations for F are now

(27) S [ Pjk FAi + PK, FA] + P, FAk ] - ak FCi¡ - a, Fc¡k - a, Fea = 0

(28) S [ P^P,, + P,, PJ - aj Fcu - a, PC(j = 0,

(29) 8P„P*-uP%-0,

(30) SPöPPt-tVP,, = 0,

S F At FAi - PtFPl - Pit FPii - ± P(j F,1 + xxF

(31) ~ ttt
- a, Püj + vt Fr¡ + cit Fc¡¡ + X c,, Pc.= 0,

i=i

s Up, - p^ - zaä-p^pJ
(32)

- a, P(li + r, P,, + c., FCjj + Y. c« Pc, - 0,
*=i

(33) ñ[PiFM]-uFnmxO,

(34) S^P^-MPn¡ = 0,

(35) SlAjF^ + AtF^-VjP0j - r4P(, = 0,

= XP        ( i, ¿, *, a, ß, = 1, • • -, «).

We first consider the particular case when all the original expressions / are

of the first order.

In this case P.. = 0 (i, j = 1, ■ - -, n), and it may be readily seen that F does

not in general involve any of the magnitudes cnß.
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We have therefore the reduced system of equations for F :

(37) S [ AtFAl - Pt FPi ] -,- u F - at Fni + vt F,, = 0,

(38) S [ A, FAj - P. FPl ] + v{ Frj - a. P„, = 0,

(39) 8PiFz-uF, =0,

(40) 8X^-^ = 0,

(41) S [A}FPi + A.F^] - VjFtli - r.FHj = 0,

(42) S [ZFZ + ± P,FPi] - uFu - ± ViFri = XF U,j=h ••■,")■

From (39) and (40) we deduce that F must be a function of u, W, P., An

where
ir^z+E^ + Ef.P,.;

and the equations for F are now

(43) S [ At FA¡ - P. FPl] + ,*P- 0,

(44) S[^¡P4y-P.P,¡] = 0,

(45) &[AJFPi + AiFPJ=Q,

(46) s[¿P,Py,J + MP=XP {i,j, =1, •••, n).

Hence the quantities W are absolute invariants, and in addition there are the

invariants given in the previous section.    Also u is an invariant.

The additional invariants obtained are readily interpreted.    The function

u = dz — ^PfdXi,

is an invariant arising in connection with the contact transformation itself, and

W may easily be shown to be

Suppose that u,= 0.    Then unless the ?--row determinants of the matrix

P,

P.

Px,„

are all zero, and Fz is zero.

If we write vi = ^4r+lti and ai = — Pr+lii, the set of equations becomes the

same as that given previously in which there were (r + 1) expressions and in
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which the variables dz, cías,, dpit did not occur, the last equation only being

different. The additional solutions are therefore [/., /r+, ] ( ¿= 1, ••-,;•), which

are dfx, df2, ■ • •, dfr subject to the condition that u = 0.

We now consider expressions F of the second order. Suppose first that u 4= 0

and that vx, • • •, vn are not all zero.

Write L for

uz+£ fhAi + z »iPi + z; «., Pa»,
i i aß

then F is readily shown to be a function of the variables », L, vit P., A{

(i,j = l,--,n), which satisfies the system of equations

8[PjkFAi + PkiFAj+ P,,p,J = 0    (./ + *,* + .•,.+/),

S[P,;P4i + Pup(j]=0,

S [a{FAi - PtiFPii - ¿ P,; P^] + pF+Vi F„ = 0,

S \AiFA-PJJFP-±PkJFA + v,Faj = 0,
L *=1 J

S (Z Paß 2O   + «P, + ±V, FH = XP.
\aß / <=1

The magnitudes L are therefore invariants.    In addition u is an invariant,

and the remaining invariants are solutions of the given system.

L is readily shown to be

*- Ci*, + g* + Ç -| *, + ç£ *,,
and it therefore admits of an immediate interpretation. There are also the in-

variants obtained in the preceding section which do not involve the magnitudes

v.(i= 1, ■■ -, n) and the remaining invariants are those solutions of the set of

equations last given which involve these magnitudes.

We see that when certain conditions given in the preceding section hold, the

quantities FA. ( i = 1, ••-,«) are all zero.

There remains the system

8 ( Pu FPii + ¿ P(J P,, ) - «4 Pt, = lxF,

S ( PjjPr, + Z 2V\.) - *tF„ - 0.

SÍZPa3^a.) + ¿«iPi=XP    (i,j,a,ß,=l,---,n).
\ 18 p /        i=i
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The solution of these equations is a function of the algebraic invariants and

covariants of the r quadratic forms

Y.P.V.V..
V

In addition, this function must be homogeneous in the variables v.

These forms

T.P»«Ajy

are those which have been referred to earlier as the Characteristic Invariants of

the expressions /.

Now suppose that u and the quantities v are all zero.

In this case Fz and FP. (i= 1, ■••,») are all zero unless all the r-row

determinants of the matrix

P      ... P     ... P

IP .. .   P . . .  P
I   *  c, 11 -1 r, ü -1  r, ni¿ I

vanish.

We assume that these conditions are not satisfied, and therefore F is a func-

tion of cy Ait Py, Oy (i,j= 1, •••, n).

The equations of types (27) and (28) are satisfied by the magnitudes

Í Ji-

lt may readily be shown that these are the only independent solutions of this

set of equations unless it is possible to make

¿SiBi + AF=0
i=X

identically, where any n variables yx, y2, ■ ■ •, yn are taken, and the magnitudes

Bi are linear functions of these variables, A" is a quadratic function of them,

and

S(m 'EPt^ßy^ß,
aß

A = '£akyk.
I

This equation can be satisfied by making the linear functions all equal to A,

multiplied by certain constant factors. This leads to solutions of our system of

the type L.

If we assume that there is no other way of making the expression considered

an identity, we see that the quantities I are the only invariants involving the

variables Ak(k= 1, • • -, n).
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It is readily seen that these expressions B are equivalent to the expressions

df, subject to the conditions

M = 0,        vk = 0 (* = 1,2, • -, n).

It is easy to show that the remaining solutions of the system are the algebraic

invariants of the system of quadratic forms St and of the linear form A .

These forms S are again the characteristic invariants of the expressions /;

they have however, in this case, the magnitudes y for independent variables.

Combining our results we have the following theorem :

All invariants, of the restricted type considered of r second order expressions f

in one dependent and n independent variables are

(1) Expressions of the type df.

(2) Algebraic invariants and covariants of the quadratic forms

where the v's are the variables, and

i=l

provided
n

dz+ g^Jay

and the v's are not zero.

(3) Algebraic invariants of the quadratic forms

and of the linear form
n

i=l

where the y's are the variables, provided that

n n

¿-Zj>A)     dP¡ = T, Pik dxk •
tmt A=l

In the above there are two sets of restrictions on the expressions /.

(1) The r-row determinants must not all be zero in the matrix

i P ...    p        ...    P
■* li U l. i/ I. «"

P •••      P •• •      P1   x r. 11 fi tí r, nn

(2) It must not be possible to satisfy the identity

¿8^ + AKmO,
i=i
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where S, B, A, K, are as previously defined, except by making the J5's all

constant multiples of A.

The case when the second of the above restrictions is removed requires further

consideration. It is obvious that it must be removed if r is great enough, but

the whole question will be left for future consideration. At present we content

ourselves with a discussion of the case when n is two.

For one expression /, SB + AK = 0, provided that S admits A as a factor,

since we are neglecting the possibility of B being XA, where X is a constant.

This gives Pxxa2 — Px2axa2 +P22a2 = 0, as the condition for the existence

of further integrals.

If this condition is satisfied, the equations of type (27) and (28) possess the

two solutions

a, = Axaxa2 + P22axcX2 + Pxxa2cxx,

a2 = A2axa2 + Pxxa2cX2 + P22axcxx,

instead of the single one already given.

It may readily be shown that there are no new invariants, but if

1= Pxxa\ — PX2axa2 + P^a2 = 0,

then the two equations

a, m Axaxa2 + P22axcX2 + Pxxa2cxx = 0,

a2 = A2axa2 + P,,a2c,2 + P^c^ = 0

are an invariant system.

We observe that I is an invariant.

The equations 1=0, at, = 0, a2 = 0, taken in conjunction with

dz = px dxx + p2 dx2,        dpx = p„ dxx + pX2 dx2,        dp2 = p12 dxx + p22 dx2,

have an immediate and important interpretation in connection with the differ-

ential equation /= 0. They are precisely the equations for the characteristics

of this differential equation.*

Now suppose that there are two expressions /. In this case there are four

equations in seven variables of the types (27) and (28). They therefore possess

in general three integrals.    Two of these are already known, and are dfx, df2

The remaining one may be expressed as the determinant

^■1,1» \, 2> 0

-^■1,1>       -ft],2>       -M

-^1,2>       -^2,2>       -*2

■A,

* Goursat, Equations aux dérivées partielles du second ordre, vol. 2, p. 174.
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X, = 2P,.«2-P,2(!l,

X2 = 2P22"l-P12(i2>

Fx = axa2A2 + Pna2cX2+ P22axc22,

F2 = axa,Ax + P22alcX2 + Puateu,

1= P22a2x - PX2axa2 + Pna22.

It may easily be shown that A/a,«2 satisfies the remaining system of equa-

tions, and therefore the complete system of integrals is df, <lf2, A/axa2, and

the invariants of the binary forms

(Am lA». Aal  *  )2> (Am f A»» A-i  *  ?> («u «,5  *  )•
We omit for the present the interpretation of A, and proceed to consider the

case in which there are three expressions /.

In this case the equations of types (27) and (28) have the five functionally

independent integrals dfx, df2, df3 and

H =

F =

An    -4i,i    A a

A H 2

r i, II

Au

An

p*%, 11

-"■1   2

A2t2

-¿i*  o

P,

P..

2,22

-"1,2 "l,li P 1,22

y±2 2 -*2. 12 -«2 22

■"3,2 -^ 3, 12 -^ 3, 22

■*1, 11 P\, 12 -"1, 1

■* 2, 11 -* 2, 12 -"2,1

"», XX Pi, 12 -As, 1

We substitute these integrals in the remaining equations, and the complete

system of independent integrals of the equations thus obtained is the system of

invariants of the binary forms

(A»»fAa>A»I * )'i

(Al" \P2, 12 • P2, 22 0   *   )   >

(Pi, XX)   \P3,12 >  P3, 22 y    *    )    >

(F,H\ * ),

(a,, a2{ * ).

If we take the variables to be ty, — a,, we see that the solutions in question are

the invariants and covariants of the binary forms

Fa2 — Hax,

Px, 11 a2 P\, 12rtia2 "f"  Px,Z2.aX 1

P-, XX ̂2 — -*   2, 12 ̂ 1 ^2 ~r ■*  2, 22 ̂ 1 >

■*   3, 11 °2 — •*   3, 12 ai a2 "T" -*  3, 22 "Ï •
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In addition to these there are the three solutions dfx, df2, df3, and these are all

the functionally independent integrals of our type.

We shall consider to a small extent the more general type of expression /,

that is to say the type in which there are more dependent variables than one.

Let there be m dependent variables, z,, ■ ■ •, zm, and as before let there be n

independent variables, xx, ■ ■-, xn. We use the same notation as on pp. 288,

289, and in addition df/dx^ = Au.

In this case, the most general contact transformation possible may easily be

shown to be a point transformation.

Let the expressions /A be of the first order, that is to say, let them be functions

of the variables x,., zi, p). ( i = 1, 2, • • •, m ; k = 1, 2, • ■ ■, n ).

If F is anv first order invariant we have

dF     (     düu dilx\ _

dt={^  dt+^  dt)F'
where

dïlu        "£>&        *   ¿5 f." = Y - " + Y —
dt       ¿í cxk * fc fl»,

rfp,    -  « ¿x
dt -&h'dpif

and pa, p,x, have the meanings given on p. 288.

Expanding dF/dt and equating to zero the coefficients of %k, £¡, dÇJdx^, we

see that the variables a;, z, do not occur explicitly, and that the variables p, x,

only occur through the variables A.

We assume F to be a function of the variables A, Z, P, and

v

ak = dxk, vt = dzt — Yj P[dxk ( * = 1, • • •, n, i = 1, ■   •, m).
k=l

The values of the various increments involved are the following:

d » c-£. »   dt,

"'■ A=l  t~A m=1 "•''M
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¿pu m QQ » .It
ajrk _ sr m —i    v p*    5*_
dt

Also

where /* and i> are constants depending on p0 and ¿i,.

We substitute these values in the equation for F and equate the coefficients

of the various derivatives of f and f to zero. We thus obtain the following

system of equations for F:

(47) a^-S^P,, +SX;APpÍ = 0 (. + *).
i=l

m

(48) ak Fak - 8Ak FAk + S £ P; P,i = MP,
1=1

(49) ^-M.^-0,

(50) vKF,t - SZFZk - S ¿ P< P^ = 0 (* + <).

(51) o4P.( - S3 PZi - S ¿ PiFpi = vF,
k=X *

(52) -SP;P^-SPiP^ = 0,

(53) -SPÍPZa = 0
(a, k, ii = l, ■■ -, n) ; ( i, A, = 1, • •-, m) .

The equations (49) give solutions of type

n m

*=i ¿=i

and the equations (53) then show that the A's cannot enter into F unless the

number r of expressions fk is greater than mn.

From equations (52) we deduce that the variables A do not occur in F unless

r>Jm(n + l).

In the case when m is unity, the equations are not all independent, and r

need not satisfy this last condition.

Suppose that r is less than this number, then F is a function of the variables

u,, • • • vm, P\, ■ ■ ■ P"A whicn satisfies the equations
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M

SY^PiF^LxF,

S±PÍFP>-v,F =0,
*=i * '

a±PiFPi-ViF=-vF.
*=1

The last two equations show that P must be an invariant or covariant of the

linear forms
m

Z-PÁ,*^ (fc = 1.2,     -,n;X = l,2, --.r).
t=i

The two first equations show that F must at the same time be an invariant

of the linear forms
n

Z2Jí,*y«       (<—1,», ■■•,»; *»l,t,—,r).

Beyn Mawr College.


